KEYNOTE PERFORMANCE & PRESENTATION

ERICA VIOLET LEE
Keynote Speaker

Also known as “Moontime Warrior” Erica Violet Lee is a Nêhiyaw writer, student, & community organizer from misâskwêwamihk (Saskatoon) Treaty 6 Territory & Métis Homeland.

Erica’s talk is titled ‘Be Safe, Nicimos’: Indigenous Freedom and Curiosity in the Wastelands.

More about Erica and her work can be found on her website www.moontimewarrior.com.

‘Be Safe, Nicimos’: Indigenous Freedom and Curiosity in the Wastelands

What does it mean to be safe and free in the context of a colonial state? The frontlines of Indigenous struggle are everywhere, now: from the prairies and rivers to city streets, and in classrooms. In a world where our movement is criminalized and our presence is resistance, Indigenous curiosity is radical vulnerability, memory, and futurism. Travelling toward an Indigenous feminist conception of freedom, we reclaim our homes in the world.

LARISSA DESROSNIERS
Musical Performance

Larissa is an emerging Anishinaabe Singer/Songwriter from Couchiching First Nation and Fort Frances in Northern Ontario. Her music is a blend of folk-inspired sounds and social justice issues, particularly around contemporary Indigenous issues in Canada. In addition to an active performance schedule, Larissa is also completing her third year of studies in the Bachelor of Music program at Carleton University. She studies with Lynn Miles in the Singer/Songwriter stream and is also pursuing a minor in Indigenous Studies. She is currently working on her first album and has recordings of performances on her songs available on YouTube.

RECKONING WITH CANADA AT 150:
Critical Perspectives and Indigenous Sovereignties

THANK YOU TO OUR CO-SPONSORS:

Ojigwanong (Centre for Aboriginal Culture & Education), School of Indigenous & Canadian Studies, The Office of the Vice-President (Research & International), Aboriginal Enriched Support Program (AESP), Carleton University Art Gallery (CUAG), Faculty of Graduate & Postdoctoral Affairs (FGPA), Graduate Students’ Association (GSA)

A Student-Centred Conference hosted by Carleton University’s Centre for Indigenous Research, Culture, Language & Education (CIRCLE) & Indigenous and Canadian Studies Graduate Community March 18th, 2017 (Paterson Hall)